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Question 1:
Chose the correct answer for the following questions.

(10 marks)

1. Which of the following type of class allows only one object of it to be created?
A. Virtual class
B. Abstract class
C. Singleton class

D. Friend class

2. Which of the following statements is correct?
A. Base class pointer cannot point to derived class.
C. Pointer to derived class cannot be created.

B. Derived class pointer cannot point to base class.
D. Pointer to base class cannot be created.

3. Which of the following is not the member of class?
A. Static function
B. Friend function

C. const function

4. How many instances of an abstract class can be created?
A.
1
B.
5
C.

13

D. Virtual function
D.

0

5. Which of the following concepts provides facility of using object of one class inside another class?
A.
Encapsulation
B.
Abstraction
C.
Composition
D.
Inheritance
6. Which of the following is correct about class and structure?
A.
class can have member functions while structure cannot.
B.
class data members are public by default while that of structure are private.
C.
Pointer to structure or classes cannot be declared.
D.
class data members are private by default while that of structure are public by default.
7. Which of the following problem causes an exception?
A.
Missing semicolon in statement in main().
C.
A syntax error.

B.
D.

A problem in calling function.
A run-time error.
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8. Which of the following is the correct way of declaring a function as constant?
A. const int ShowData(void){/*statements*/}
B. int const ShowData(void){/*statements*/}
C. int ShowData(void) const {/*statements*/}

D. Both A and B

9. Which one of the following is the correct way to declare a pure virtual function?
A. virtual void Display(void){0};
B. virtual void Display = 0;
C. virtual void Display(void) = 0;
D. void Display(void) = 0;
10. Which of the following statement is correct?
A. Class is an instance of object.
C. Class is an instance of data type.

B. Object is an instance of a class.
D. Object is an instance of data type.

Question 2:
Given the following UML diagram construct the code that represents it.

Question 3:

(7 marks)

(7 marks)

Given the following class hierarchy construct
then code that define the hierarchy below such
that
1- Person and employee are abstract classes.
2- Employee should define PRINT method.
3- Employee should define GET_SALARY
method
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Question 4:

(10 marks)

Given the following class definition which represent
a class that handles two dimension matrix, perform
the following tasks.
class Matrix
{
public:
Matrix(int r,int c)
{
Row=r;
Col=c;
M=new int*[Row];
for(int i=0;i<Row;i++)
M[i]=new int[Col];
}
void Set_Element(int r,int c,int e)
{
M[r][c]=e;
}
private:
int Row;
int Col;
int **M
};

1- Overload the + operator that performs the
addition operation between two matrices as a
member method.
2- Overload the - operator that performs the
subtraction operation between two matrices as a
friend function.
3- Overload the * operator that performs the
Multiplication operation between two matrices
as a member method.
4- Overload the << operator to display the Matrix
on screen.
5- In Addition and Subtraction operations the two
matrices should have the same size (Row and
Col) and in Multiplication operation the Col of
the first matrix should be the same as the Row of
the second matrix, if these conditions are not
met the program should throw a class exception
of your definition that display a suitable ERROR
message and the exception should be passed to
the calling function.

Question 5:

(6marks)

The following figure represent the architecture of a
sequential access file which store an array where the
first entry in the file represent the size of the array
and the rest of entries represent the elements of the
array. Write a program that read the file and store
the elements of the array in a dynamic allocated
array.

6
12
11
2
6
6
14

Size of the Array
Elements of the
array

Good Luck
Eng. Sultan M. Al-Rushdan
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